
 

 

This is the parable of Tom, Dick and Harry, and the rich 
investor who forgot his wallet  
One day in a faraway country a rich, but kind, investor came to a Trade Fair. At the airport he 
bought a takeaway coffee at the kiosk. As he walked away, he forgot his wallet on the counter. 

Tom, who was serving the investor at the kiosk, noticed that he had left it behind and noticed that 
it was stacked with dollars. Being an honest person, Tom handed it in to the private security 
company nearby.  

Dick worked at the private security company. When 
Tom handed in the wallet, Dick was texting his 
girlfriend and didn’t look up when Tom walked over to 
hand in the wallet. All Dick said was,” Leave it on the 

counter… I will check it in just now.” Dick continued to 
text his girlfriend, forgetting about the wallet in front 
of him.  

This was the perfect opportunity for Harry, a small-
time criminal watching out for such opportunities, to 
simply walk pass the security desk and pick up the 

wallet. He did this so smoothly that Dick didn’t even 
look up. Well, then again, he was extremely busy 
texting.  

Ten minutes later the investor realized he had forgotten his wallet and retraced his steps to the 
kiosk. When he asked Tom whether he had seen his wallet, Tom told investor that he had handed it 
in at the security desk. The investor thanked Tom and walked over to the desk. When Dick said he 
knew nothing of the wallet, the investor returned to Tom. Tom was adamant that he had checked it 

in and they resolved to check the CCTV camera recordings. The police were called, but they couldn’t 
obtain an identification for Harry on the recordings due to his peak cap and sunglasses. Besides, the 
friendly police informed the investor that they unfortunately would not have time to investigate his 

case further since they were being kept busy with some very serious crimes. The investor decided 
to escalate Dick’s poor handling of the wallet to his manager. Dick’s manager said that he 
understood that Dick had acted irresponsibly, but unfortunately it would take too much time and 

money to dismiss Dick for poor performance in this country.  

The investor walked away and called his wife to tell her about what had happened and to let her 

know that he would be flying home on the next available flight. His wife was surprised – “Isn’t the 

trade fair a full week?’ she asked him. The investor replied  that he was a lucky man. He had learned 

everything he needed to know about investing in this country within his first hour at the airport.   
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